
 

 

 

 

Using Indeed Apply with an Integrated ATS  

 

What is Indeed Apply?  

Indeed Apply is Indeed’s easy, mobile-optimized application process.  With Indeed Apply, 

“Apply with your Indeed Resume” or “Easily Apply” appears below the job description, which 

helps your jobs stand out in search results. Job seekers see an “Apply Now’ button and can 

easily use their Indeed resume to complete your application from any device, including mobile 

devices.  Indeed Apply also supports screening questions and can be configured for most 

custom application processes, ensuring employers have the information they need to make the 

best hiring decisions.  

 

How does Indeed Apply work when you use an ATS that integrates with Indeed?  

When you use an ATS that integrates with Indeed, jobs you create in your ATS can be delivered 

directly to Indeed via an XML feed.  For most integrations, when your jobs appear on Indeed, 

they will automatically include Indeed Apply. 

 

Why should employers use Indeed Apply? 
Indeed Apply gets more applicants for employers by providing job seekers a better application 
experience. In fact, Employers using Indeed Apply receive up to 8X [1] the number of quality 
applicants at no additional cost. Mobile traffic conversion rates are improved with Indeed Apply. 
Using Indeed Apply with an integrated ATS also makes it easier for employers to review 
applications from Indeed within their ATS. 
 

Does Indeed Apply work for both mobile devices and desktop?  

Yes. Job seekers can apply to jobs using Indeed Apply from both mobile devices and desktop 

computers.  

 

What are the benefits of Indeed Apply for mobile jobseekers?  

Jobseekers are increasingly mobile - over 65% of Indeed's job search traffic comes directly from 

mobile devices. Streamlining application processes and ensuring mobile compatibility provides 

a better jobseeker experience- and ensures traffic to your job listings converts into actual 

applicants. Now, when a jobseeker sees your job listings on Indeed.com, they can apply using 

Indeed Apply - without having to click through multiple screens or pinching and scrolling form 

their mobile phone. Additionally, 120 million job seekers have created a resume on Indeed. With 

Indeed Apply, they can apply to jobs with their Indeed resume without having to upload a new 

resume.  

 

 
 

How do I see applications submitted with Indeed Apply?  



 

 

 

 

When you use Indeed Apply with an integrated ATS, applications will go directly into your ATS- 

keeping things simple for both you and the jobseeker. 

 

Can employers using an integrated ATS customize screening questions when they use 

Indeed Apply?  

Yes, if employers are using an ATS that integrates with Indeed, screening questions can be 

customized on Indeed Apply.  Indeed Apply supports screening questions in multiple formats to 

make it possible to replicate an ATS application process on Indeed. In most cases, no additional 

action is needed - just set up screening questions in your ATS (screening questions can be read 

by Indeed from the “questions” page URL specified in the Indeed Apply code). Screening 

questions will be presented to the job seeker during the application process. It is strongly 

recommended that employers only use screening questions to collect data that is NOT part of 

the resume. Screening questions are optional for employers who do not require additional 

information using this format. 

 
How is Indeed Apply different than simply getting an XML feed from an ATS?   

Getting an XML feed from an ATS enables the automatic distribution of jobs to Indeed from that 
ATS. Jobs created on the ATS platform will be sent  directly to Indeed through a dedicated XML 
feed. An XML feed can include Indeed Apply by adding specific Indeed Apply details or 
“parameters” to the feed. However, not all XML feeds from ATSs include Indeed Apply.  
 

How will using Indeed Apply with my ATS impact traffic to my ATS Career Page?  

With Indeed Apply, applications will be happening directly on Indeed, so traffic on your ATS 

career page may go down. However, the overall number of applications you receive should go 

up. Employers using Indeed Apply get up to 8x more applicants than employers who don’t 

accept mobile applications [1].  

 

Does Indeed Apply provide source tracking?  

All applications completed through Indeed Apply are trackable, which makes it easy for employers to see 

that Indeed was the source of the application. For applications that come through Indeed Apply via an 

integrated ATS, both sponsored and organic job listings are tracked and can be viewed within an ATS’s 

platform.  

 

How much does it cost employers to use Indeed Apply? 

Indeed Apply is available to employers at no additional charge from Indeed.   
 

What formatting does Indeed accept for jobs listings?       

Indeed requires HTML formatting in XML feeds from our ATS partners. HTML must be sent as 
part of the CDATA tag in the job description. We don’t support HTML entities. 
 
Indeed Supported Tags 

● Bold <b>   
● Breaks <br>   
● (Indeed automatically inserts line breaks between paragraphs) 
● Paragraphs <p>   



 

 

 

 

● Unordered list items (bullets) <ul>   
● List items <li>   
● Strong <strong>   
● Stress emphasis (italics) <em>   
● Simple form of <th>, <tr>, <td> 

 
If the ATS feed does not include HTML formatting, job descriptions will be created with default 
formatting. This text-based formatting tool may result in poorly-formatted job descriptions. 
 
 

What should an employer do if they wish to disable Indeed Apply for their jobs? 

Employers should contact their ATS representative to request that Indeed Apply be disabled for 

their jobs. 
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